
ANTENNA TOPICS W. Clem Small, KR6A, CET 

Rt. I Box 64A 
Weybridge, VT 05753 

A Simple High -gain 
Nondirectional Antenna for VHF -UHF . 

This month we will discuss how to build, 
site, and use a nondirectional antenna with 
a useful amount of gain. It's called the 
"colinear coaxial antenna" and just for fun, 
let's coin a name for it right here in 
Monitoring Times. By shortening "colinear 
coaxial" we can call the antenna, "Coco." 

The idea behind the design was first con- 
ceived by a gentleman named Franklin, a 
brilliant communications engineer of early 
radio days. Therefore, some precursors to 
the coco are known as "Franklin" antennas. 

The "secret" of the gain obtained with the 
coco antenna is that the signals picked -up 
by each section of the antenna add 
together, giving a stronger signal input to 
your receiver or scanner than you could get 
with only one section. And, since the 
antenna is mounted with its length running 
vertically, each element is exposed to all 
directions of the compass equally. Thus, 
the coco is nondirectional. This fact, 
together with its gain, means that it is a 
good antenna for general monitoring of 
signals coming from any direction. 

So, Let's Build One! 

Take a look at figure one. There you see 
that you need a number of sections of coax- 
ial cable, cut at the ends so that they may 
be joined as shown. Keep the connections 
as short as practical. The antenna segment 
lengths (A, B, and C) include the length of 
the connections too. 

The A- length and B- length segments are 
made of coax, as shown, and the C- length 
segments are made of heavy wire or even 
of coax cable braid. More A- length seg- 
ments may be added to the three shown, to 
give the antennas more gain. Since this 
antenna is "tailored" to the frequency on 
which you are going to use it, get the 
lengths of coax segments to use from table 
one. Make all measurements carefully. 

Solder each connection well, and seal the 
connection with black electrician's tape. 
When you tape the joint, do it so that the 
tape covers the entire "joint," and overlaps 
the outer insulating jacket of the coax on 
both sides of the joint. 
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If you plan on mounting the antenna out- 
side, give it a very thorough job of taping, 
and inspect it now and then for signs of 
weather damage. If weather damage starts, 
retape as necessary. Don't put any sealer 
on the joint before you put the tape on, as 
some sealers cause serious signal loss. 

Some builders put the finished antenna 
inside a plastic water pipe to protect it. 
Others say that this degrades the signal. 
You may want to try to see for yourself, if 
you think you want more protection 
against the weather than the tape gives. 
The pipe must be sealed against moisture. 
You can mount the pipe at its bottom, and 
then guy it with light ropes to hold it erect. 
This means you don't need a tower to put 
it up. But, without a pipe to support it, you 
can simply hang the antenna from a tree or 
pole by a rope attached to its top. 

Siting Considerations 

The antenna should be mounted in the 
clear, as much as is possible. To put it next 
to a metal building would be to shield it 
from signals on the side closest to the 
building. To put it on the side of a building 
which has a metal frame would do some- 
thing of the same thing. Dry wood, bricks, 
stone, or mortar are not so detrimental in 
terms of their effect on the antenna's per- 
formance, as is metal. As I almost always 
recommend, mount your antenna as high 
and as in- the -clear as is practical. 

The antenna may even be mounted inside 
a wooden house, if you want to drill a small 
hole to let its length run from one room up 
to the next, or to the attic. In all cases, 
keep it well away from wiring and appli- 
ances of any kind. 

Most VHF -UHF signals are vertically 
polarized, and therefore the antenna is 
mounted with its longest dimension in the 
vertical orientation, to give it vertical 
polarization too. But it is of interest to 
note that Franklin's early antennas, from 
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which the coco is derived, were horizon- 

* tally oriented elements of the legendary 
"Imperial Beam Antenna." 

The Imperial Beam was the antenna which 
the Marconi Company developed early in 
this century to provide the British Empire 
with the first reliable worldwide commu- 
nication system. If you build the coco, you 
will be following in very famous footsteps 
indeed! 

RADIO RIDDLES 

Last Month's Radio Riddle 

Last month I covered a lot of antenna 
names, and among them were the "lazy -H" 
and the "lazy- quad" antennas. The riddle 
then was: "Just what does it mean when we 
say that an antenna is "lazy ?" 

Have you ever seen a "lazy -H" antenna? 
It looked like an "H," right? But the "H" 
was tilted over 90 degrees to the right, 
lying on it's side. So, next time you read of 
a "lazy" antenna, realize that it is called 
"lazy" only because the antenna happens to 
look like whatever it is named for (H, J, 
etc), if that namesake is rolled over on its 
side to rest a while. 

After all, one of the quickest ways that 
people can get a reputation as being a "lazy 
bum" is to lie around like a couch potato. 
Should it be so different for antennas? 

In Closing 

A while back, a Monitoring Times reader 
wrote in to ask me if I was actually Kurt N. 
Sterba, a writer who has, in the past 
written an antenna information column for 
another radio communications journal, 
Worldradio. 

Well, strange as it may seem, my name 
really is "Clem." And my writing style 
would seem to be quite different from 
Sterba's. On the other hand, the name 
"Kurt N. Sterba" would seem to be a 
psuedonym designed to bring back 
nostalgic memories of an antenna design 
which was once well -known and widely 
used. I understand that it can still be found 
at some shortwave broadcasting stations. 

How many of you know what that antenna 
is? I'll give that answer next month, along 
with the answer to this month's Radio 
Riddle. 

Freq.(MHz) 
130 
146 
160 
220 
410 
455 

Table One 
DIMENSIONS FOR ANTENNA SEGMENTS 

REGULAR COAX 

A 

2'6" 
2'2.7" 
2'0.4" 
1'5.9" 
0'9.5" 
0'8.6" 

1'3" 

1'1.3" 
1'0.2" 
0'8.9" 
0'4.8" 
0'4.3" 

TO COMPUTE DIMENSIONS. IN 

FOAM COAX 

A II 

3'1.2" 
2'9.2" 
2'6.3" 
1'10" 
0'11:8" 
0'10.6" 

1'6.6" 
1'4.6" 
1.3.1" 
0'11" 
0'5.9" 
0'5.3" 

EITHER COAX 

1'10.7" 
1'8.2" 
1'6.5" 
1'1.4" 
0'7.2" 
0'6.5" 

FEET. FOR ANY FREQUENCY 

REGULAR COAXA = 492 /Freq(MHz)(.66) B = A/2 C = 246 /Freq(MHi) 
FOAM COAX: A = 492 /Freq(MHz)(.82) B = A/2 C = 246 / Freq(MHz) 
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GORDON WEST'S 

RADIO SCHO L 
21 DAY NOVICE 
2 code topes 
112 page book 

World mops 
Frequency charts 

Course certificate 
Free magazine coupon 

50 piece literature set! 

I$70 in equipment certificates from ICOM, 
KENWOOD, and YAESU $19.95 in s iM 

ICOMPLETE NOVICE COURSE $49.95 
4 code tapes, 2 theory topes, 2 text books, 
code oscillator set, examiner test pocket, and 
$70 discount coupons. 

NOVICE TEXTBOOK $4.95 
Written by Gordon West, this 112 page book 
contains oll Novice questions and answers. 

NOVICE CODE COURSE $39.95 
6 tope stereo code course for learning the 
code horn scratch. Includes certificates. 

TECHNIOAN THEORY COURSE $19.95 
2 theory topes & 2 textbooks. 

GENERAL THEORY COURSE $19.95 
2 theory topes & 2 textbooks. 

TECHNIORN /GENERRL COURSE $19.95 
Combined tech & general course with 4 tapes 
and 1 book. 

THE COMPLETE GENERAL $49.95 
4 topes & 2 bcoks for theory plus 6 tope 
stereo code set for CW speed building. 

GENERAL CODE COURSE $39.95 
6 tape stereo code course for (W speed 
building from 5 wpm to 13 wpm. 

ITHE COMPUTE ADVANCED $49.95 
4 tapes & 2 books for theory plus 6 tope 
stereo general or extra class code course. 
(Specify which CW topes you wont.) 

ADVANCED THEORY CLASS $19.95 
4 tape stereo theory course plus fully illus- 
trated theory book. 

ITHE COMPLETE EXTRA $49.95 
4 topes & 2 books for theory plus 6 tope 
stereo code set for CW speed building 13 
wpm to 22 wpm-! 

I EXTRA CODE COURSE $39.95 
6 tape stereo ode course for CW speed 
builcing horn 13 wpm to 22 wpm .. 

IEXTRA THEORY CLASS $19.95 
4 tope stereo theory plus fully illustrated 
theory book. 

GORDON WEST ELECTRONICS BOOK 
I 200 page marine electronics book plus 

marine mobile antenna hints. $19.95 
COMMERCIAL TEST PREP BOOK $29.95 
BRASS CODE KEY 6t OSCILLATOR $19.95 
PLASTIC CODE KEY & OSCILLATOR $14.95 
COPPER GROUND FOIL 604 FOOT 

I 

SINGLE CODE TAPES 
S9.95 EACH BUY 2. GET 3rd ONE FREE 

5 wpm Novice Tests 5 wpm Random Code 
5 -7 Speed Build 7.10 Speed Build 10 Hump Jump 
10 -12 Speed Build 12 -15 Coils & Number 
13 Bondom 13 Test Prep 5 -15 General Quiz 

13 Car Code 13-15 Speed Build 15 -17 Speed Build 
17-19 Speed Build 20 Random 20 Test Prep 
20 Cor Code 10 -24 Eztro Quiz 

Poss any upgrade 6 receive $25 Kenwood rebote 
* plus o license holder 6 wall certificate FREE! 

I 

i 

iSlow code uses 13 wpm character speed. Some day service. Add 53.00 UPS for courses, or $1.00 for single 
topes. 100% return policy. 

GORDON WEST RADIO SCHOOL 
2414 COLLEGE DR.. COSTA MESA. CA 92626 

Mon. -Fri. 10 -4pm (714) 549 -5000 
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